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Observation
On the sunny afternoon of 7 July 2019,
I was paddling my canoe at Big Crow
Lake in Algonquin Provincial Park (Nip -
issing District) when I noted the unusual
appearance of an Eastern White Pine
(Pinus strobus, henceforth “pine”) that
was growing near the lake’s edge on a
point. The pine stood an estimated 25m
in height. Its base was situated approxi-
mately 2 m above the water level and 4 m
overland from the water’s edge. The tree
was interesting as the central portion of
its otherwise live crown seemed devoid of
foliage (Figure 1). The pine was closely
surrounded by other, shorter trees, main-
ly Eastern Hemlock (Tsuga cana den sis)
and Northern White Cedar (Thuja occi-
dentalis) standing to a maximum of two
thirds of the pine’s height, with minor
representation of Balsam Fir (Abies bal-
samea) and White Birch (Betula pap -
yrifera). Speckled Alder (Alnus rugosa)
grew immediately along the waterline. As
I approached, I noticed that there were 

three substantial stick nests in the tree;
two of the nests were placed in crotches
formed by two or more large branches
adjoining the main trunk, one nest
approximately 2 m above the other and
on the opposite side of the trunk from
the first; a third nest was situated in a
fork along a large branch approximately
3m away from the trunk. An adult Dou-
ble-crested Cormorant (Phala crocorax
auritus) was sitting on the latter nest. As
I paddled around the tree for a better
view, I saw a second adult bird sitting on
the lower of the two nests by the trunk
and then a third bird perched on a branch
2 m above the up per nest (Figure 2). From
these circumstances, I deduced that the
pine held an active cormorant colony
comprised of three nests and that the sit-
ting birds were either incubating eggs or
brooding young. I did not notice the
same tree in this general state (nor nests
or cormorants) during my last visit to
this site in July 2017.

Effects of Double-crested
Cormorants on a nest tree at
a newly formed colony
Justin Peter



Figure 1. The white pine tree with
a small colony of Double-crested
Cormorants at Big Crow Lake in
Algonquin Provincial Park,
Ontario, on 7 July 2019. 
Circles indicate the three nests. 
Note that the nearby branches
are nearly devoid of pine 
needle foliage.
Photo: Justin Peter
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I was interested in how the sparse
appearance of the tree might relate to the
cormorants’ presence. With 8x42 binoc-
ulars, I determined that the nests
appeared to be composed entirely of pine
branches with needles attached. The nee-
dles were rust-coloured, indicating that
the twigs had been dead for at least a few
weeks. The near-absence of live twigs
with needles within proximity of each
nest and along the large branches closest
to the nests up to approximately 1 m
from the large branches’ tips suggested
that the birds had foraged for live twigs
from this very tree, gathering what they
were able to break off while perched as
close to the nest site as possible and only
so far from the trunk as the branches
might support their weight. I examined
the mainly bare large branches and
counted over 50 discrete points where
pine resin glistened brightly in the sun-
light. I deduced that these were the points
where the cormorants had broken off
twigs they would use in their nests, and
the fact the resin glistened suggested that
the birds had removed the twigs earlier
during the current breeding season. The
live twigs in the lower crown within 3 m
of the trunk seemed to bear a yellowish
cast as distinct from the vibrant green of
the foliage on the crown periphery and in
the upper crown above the nests. I could
not discern whitewash in the discoloured
area and could form no conclusions as to
whether the needles were yellowed, or
covered by a fine spray of guano, or both.
There was whitewash visible on branches
immediately below each nest and a
branch adjacent to one nest was covered
with guano. I estimated that the pine

Figure 2. Three nests of Double-crested
Cormorants (lower three circles) at Big
Grow Lake in Algonquin Provincial Park,
Ontario, on 7 July 2019. Cormorants were
sitting on the two lower nests while a
third cormorant (top circle) was perched
on a branch above the uppermost nest.
Again, the reduction in needle foliage 
can be seen on branches extending 
outward from the area of the nests.
Photo: Justin Peter
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had made approximately 25 cm of height
growth in the current season. At the
shoreline below, there was light, scattered
guano deposited on alder foliage approx-
imately 6 m from the base of the pine
(Figure 3). I did not notice any guano
on the ground below the nest tree.

Discussion
The Double-crested Cormorant is a
habitually colonial bird; males select a
nest site on the ground or in a tree and
once it is accepted by a female, the pair

proceeds to build the nest using various
materials including seaweed, sticks and
extraneous materials (Dorr et al. 2020).
Tree-nesting cormorants prefer to use tall
trees (Koh et al. 2012, Lafferty et al.
2016) and Eastern White Pine is the pre-
ferred species in Algonquin Park (Tozer
2012). It is well established that tree-
nesting cormorant colonies can have
adverse effects on their nest trees and
other vegetation in their midst, and
perennial occupation by large numbers of
birds can result in the death of the nest 

Figure 3. Speckled Alder foliage beneath the nest tree of the colony of Double-crested Cormorants 
at Big Crow Lake in Algonquin Provincial Park, Ontario, on 7 July 2019, showing scattered guano
deposition. Photo: Justin Peter
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trees (Hebert et al. 2005, 2014, Koh et al.
2012). I was curious as to whether — 
given the young age of this colony — the
effects on the nest tree thus far would be
detrimental. Cormorants impact live
nest trees in various ways; first, as seen
here, they will preferentially collect twigs
from the host tree, by stripping branches
within proximity of the nest (Lemmon
et al. 1994). It stands to reason that the
removal of live foliage beyond a certain
volume would irreversibly impact the
pine’s photosynthetic capacities and,
therefore, self-maintenance abilities.
Based on a visual approximation of the
remaining twig volume in the pine’s
crown and what had already been har-
vested to construct the three nests, I
would estimate that there remained suf-
ficient and accessible live twigs to sup-
port the construction of four to six addi-
tional cormorant nests in this tree and
using twigs from this tree alone. In con-
sidering the impacts of the related Great
Cormorant (Phalacrocorax carbo) in
Europe on pines as nesting trees, Goc et
al. (2005) suggested that a pair would
require 12.7 kg of pine twigs (dry mass)
to construct a nest, and that most of this
quantity was in fact dropped and not
retrieved. Assuming a pine contained 30
kg of needles (Suliñski 1997 in Goc et
al. 2005), the supply of materials from
the nest tree itself would be quickly
exhausted. I was unable to find informa-
tion on the maximum percentage of
canopy loss that an Eastern White Pine
can withstand. Observations of ice storm
damage to this species suggest that com-
pared to other species, notably various
hardwoods, Eastern White Pine does not
readily re-sprout branches following

their removal (Brommit et al. 2004), so
twig loss due to nest construction would
represent a permanent reduction of pho-
tosynthetic capacity. 

Cormorants may also impact nest
trees through guano deposition. It has
long been assumed that guano deposi-
tion is the means by which Double-
crested Cormorants kill nest trees
(Palmer 1962). More recent authors re-
affirmed the impact of guano deposition
at colonies of the Great Cormorant to
be more important than cropping of
nesting materials (Klimas zyk and Rzym-
ski 2016). The importance of guano dep-
osition is reinforced by observations of
this same cormorant species on roost
trees — where the birds do not nest nor
collect twigs — and which eventually die
anyway as guano accumulates. However,
most such ob servations have been con-
ducted at colonies or roosts consisting
of at least tens of birds, not a few pairs,
and colony density of nesting birds ap-
pears to be an important factor in the
degree of impacts observed (Koh et al.
2012, Klimaszyk and Rzymski 2016).
Guano may impact the tree directly
through whitewash deposition on the
tree, blocking sunlight and impeding the
leaf ’s biochemical processes, as well by
changing the soil chemistry when guano
reaches the ground (Lemmon et al.
1994). The negative effects on nest trees
appear to be invariably progressive in
large colonies (Koh et al. 2012). Detri-
mental effects of guano were not readily
apparent at the site described in this
note, neither on the nest tree nor on the
surrounding understory.
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It is premature to make any pro-
nouncements about the future impacts
that this new cormorant colony may have
on the nest tree or surrounding habitat.
Subsequent, finer and systematic obser-
vations of such a colony might provide
additional insights into the pathways to
habitat alteration occasioned by cor-
morants, notably if it remains a small
colony. I believe this observation is signif-
icant in detailing the early environmental
impacts on a nest tree at a cormorant
colony site in Ontario and vividly illus-
trating what we understand about the
nest construction process in this species.
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